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INTRODUCTION

LIKE numerous other legal ethics scholars, Susan Martyn and I have written on many of the same topics. For example, we have each published extensively on conflicts of interest, confidentiality, and other aspects of the fiduciary relationship between lawyer and client. These parallel interests are common in the field of legal ethics. What is less common, however, is our shared interest in medical as well as legal ethics, including our various attempts to compare ethical issues confronting both professions, sometimes borrowing from medical ethics literature to inform our legal ethics scholarship (and vice versa).
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For Professor Martyn, this latter interest first manifested itself in her formative article on communication and decision making within the lawyer-client relationship, entitled “Informed Consent in the Practice of Law.” In that article, she decried the inability of clients to control the course of their representation. Focusing primarily on the common law of legal malpractice in which “[the] lawyer’s performance is [typically] measured by the yardstick of skill customarily found in the profession,” she proposed “an alternative, process-oriented standard for enforcing competency in the legal profession: informed consent.” As she explained:

Informed consent is a logical standard for enforcing attorney competence because the client’s right to control the course of his representation imposes a fiduciary duty on the attorney to inform his client of all relevant facts and potential consequences and to obtain the full understanding consent of the client to the legal solution proposed.

In arguing for this new standard, Professor Martyn looked not only to the philosophical and common law basis for extending existing fiduciary duties of lawyers to their clients, but also to the “legal and empirical ramifications of the [informed consent] doctrine in medical and legal practice.” After a thorough analysis of judicial developments in common law actions against both physicians and lawyers, Professor Martyn concluded by proposing a statute that would create an “action for damages resulting from professional negligence based upon a lawyer’s failure to obtain the informed consent of his client” after a finding “[t]hat the lawyer failed to disclose reasonably foreseeable choices of action in a manner permitting the client to make a knowledgeable evaluation of the legal consequences of the choices.”

In proposing this legislation, Professor Martyn did not ignore the fact that recognition of a common law action for informed consent in the medical context has not resulted in successful awards in very many instances. Indeed, in her view, “[t]he most positive influence of the doctrine probably has been its phenomenal impact on the day-to-day practice of medicine.” Thus, her primary goal in proposing the statute was not to increase legal malpractice awards, but
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rather to “promot[e] better lawyer-client relationships, [which] may actually reduce the amount of legal malpractice litigation before a crisis occurs.”

State legislatures have not adopted informed consent in legal practice statutes as Professor Martyn suggested. Their failure to do so is readily understandable: after all, most medical malpractice legislation has had the intended effect of reducing, not increasing, the availability of a malpractice action. What is more surprising, however, is that common law courts have not significantly expanded the availability of a legal malpractice action when the gravamen of the complaint is a lack of informed consent, rather than a failure to perform with the requisite knowledge and skill. What explains the failure of common law courts to clearly adopt the informed consent doctrine in the legal context to the extent they have done so in the medical context?

One reason for the lack of development of informed consent in legal practice may be the practical difficulties that patients have encountered in bringing such actions in the medical context. Many jurisdictions adhere either to the professional standard of disclosure or an objective standard for determining causation, making success in these medical actions highly problematic. As a result, plaintiffs’ attorneys may be reluctant to bring similar lawsuits against lawyers, preferring to rely on more traditional violations of the standard of care. Of equal importance, however, may be a factor not cited by Professor Martyn—the lack of clarity and consensus among courts and commentators concerning several separate but related concepts: the allocation of decision-making authority between lawyer and client, the lawyer’s duty to keep the client reasonably informed concerning the status of the representation, and the lawyer’s duty to fully explain matters when the client’s consent is necessary. Some of these concepts—primarily the allocation of decision-making authority—received considerable attention in a series of important articles around the time Professor Martyn’s article was published. Unlike Professor Martyn, however, these
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commentators focused not only on case law, but also on professional codes of conduct for lawyers, perhaps because they recognized that in order to develop a robust informed consent doctrine, courts must first have a clear understanding of which decisions are for the client to make.

Given that her goal was to change lawyers’ practices—rather than to increase malpractice damage awards—it is unclear why Professor Martyn did not address the role of lawyer ethics codes in promoting enhanced client participation in the course of representation. If she had done so, she probably would have observed that, unlike much of the decision making in the medical context, it was far from clear at the time she wrote (in 1980) which decisions were clearly for clients and which were for lawyers. Indeed, in my view, it was not solely (or even primarily) the lack of a meaningful disclosure obligation that was the problem in then-existing ethics codes, but rather the lack of any clear standard limiting the lawyer’s right to direct the course of the representation. Unfortunately, that situation has not substantially improved in the 35 years since the publication of her article.

From approximately 1999-2002, the American Bar Association (“ABA”) Commission on Evaluation of the Rules of Professional Conduct (the “Ethics 2000 Commission”) studied the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct and made recommendations for amendments, most of which were adopted by the ABA House of Delegates and then considered by the states. Professor Martyn and I both participated in the work of the Ethics 2000 Commission, she as a Commissioner and I as Chief Reporter. Thus, we may both claim some credit for amendments that somewhat improved the clarity of prior rules with respect to the allocation of decision-making authority and communication between lawyer and client. But we must also take some responsibility for the lack of clarity that remains.
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proposals in this area, but, speaking for myself, I confess that I now believe that it could have (and should have) done more.

The purpose of this brief Article honoring Professor Martyn’s scholarship is to review the history of the allocation of decision making and communication in recent ABA lawyer codes, focusing on the work of the Ethics 2000 Commission and the possibility of meaningful future reform.

I. DECISION MAKING AND COMMUNICATION UNDER THE ABA MODEL CODE

In 1980, when Professor Martyn published her article, the Model Rules had not yet been adopted. The ABA Model Code of Professional Responsibility, adopted in 1969, had no disciplinary rules that clearly addressed either the allocation of decision-making authority between lawyer and client or the lawyer’s duty to communicate with the client concerning the representation. Rather, under the rubric of Canon 7, entitled “A Lawyer Should Represent a Client Zealously Within the Bounds of the Law,” the Code contained several Disciplinary Rules (“DR”) that touched on the topics in a manner that sometimes raised more questions than they answered.

As for the allocation of decision making, DR 7-101(A)(1) provided that “[a] lawyer shall not intentionally … [f]ail to seek the lawful objectives of his client through reasonably available means permitted by law and the Disciplinary Rules, except as provided by DR 7-101(B).” This rule created a distinction between the objectives and means of the representation, implying that it was for the client to establish lawful objectives and for the lawyer to determine the means by which those objectives should be carried out. As for possible exceptions, DR 7-101(B) gave the lawyer discretion both to “[r]efuse to aid or participate in conduct that he believes to be unlawful, even though there is some support for an argument that the conduct is legal” and “[w]here permissible, [to] exercise his professional judgment to waive or fail to assert a right or position of his client.” The latter exception created significant ambiguity, as there was no explanation of when such an exercise of professional discretion was “permissible.” Moreover, unlike DR 7-101(A)(1), this provision suggested that absent such permission,
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lawyers would be obligated to take positions as directed by their clients, even when these positions constituted a means to an end rather than the end itself.

The ambiguity and inconsistencies of the two disciplinary rules were compounded by the seemingly contradictory direction taken in the non-binding Ethical Considerations (“EC”) under Canon 7. 34 EC 7-7 and 7-8 strongly pointed to a powerful role for client instruction and decision making. EC 7-7 provided:

In certain areas of legal representation not affecting the merits of the cause or substantially prejudicing the rights of a client, a lawyer is entitled to make decisions on his own. But otherwise the authority to make decisions is exclusively that of the client and, if made within the framework of the law, such decisions are binding on [the] lawyer. 35

The most important means-based decisions of a representation will clearly affect the merits of a case; as a result, EC 7-7 appeared to give the lawyer authority only over relatively insignificant matters. EC 7-8 was primarily devoted to communication. 36 It also contained, however, a reminder that “[i]n the final analysis, … the lawyer should always remember that the decision whether to forego legally available objectives or methods because of non-legal factors is ultimately for the client and not for himself.” 37 And further, “[i]n the event that the client in a non-adjudicatory matter insists upon a course of conduct that is contrary to the judgment and advice of the lawyer but not prohibited by [the] Disciplinary Rules, the lawyer may withdraw from the employment.” 38

Taken together, ECs 7-7 and 7-8 suggested a resounding endorsement of a client’s authority to make important decisions concerning both the objectives and the means of the representation. Of course, those sentiments were not embodied in the mandatory DRs, which were supposed to be the sole basis for lawyer discipline. 39 And even within the ECs, the message was inconsistent. For example, EC 7-9 provided:

In the exercise of his professional judgment on those decisions which are for his determination in the handling of a legal matter, a lawyer should always act in a manner consistent with the best interests of his client. However, when an action in the best interest of his client seems to him to be unjust, he may ask his client for permission to forego such action. 40

34. Disciplinary Rules were mandatory, designed to provide a basis for lawyer discipline; Ethical Considerations were aspirational, representing “the objectives toward which every member of the profession should strive.” Id. at Preliminary Statement.
35. Model Code of Prof’l Responsibility EC 7-7 (1980).
36. See infra notes 43-45 & accompanying text.
38. Id.
39. See supra note 34.
Like DR 7-101(B),41 EC 7-9 does nothing to explain which decisions are the lawyer’s to make. Nevertheless, it clearly implies that there is a broad range of decisions for which the lawyer is responsible and for which the lawyer need not seek the client’s permission, unless the motive for doing so is to forego an action beneficial to the client.42 In other words, so long as the lawyer is acting in what the lawyer reasonably believes to be the client’s interests, there are many decisions that are ordinarily the lawyer’s to make.

As for communication, there is no DR that addresses a lawyer’s general duty to communicate with the client concerning the course of the representation. EC 7-8 provides that “[a] lawyer should exert his best efforts to insure that decisions of his client are made only after the client has been informed of relevant considerations” and further that “[a] lawyer ought to initiate [the] decision-making process if the client does not do so.”43 In these two sentences, EC 7-8 acknowledges the importance of informing the client of all “relevant considerations.”44 But the remainder of EC 7-8 focuses on ensuring that the lawyer provides the client with both a recommendation and information in support of that recommendation:

A lawyer should advise his client of the possible effect of each legal alternative. A lawyer should bring to bear upon this decision-making process the fullness of his experience as well as his objective viewpoint. In assisting his client to reach a proper decision, it is often desirable for a lawyer to point out those factors which may lead to a decision that is morally just as well as legally permissible. He may emphasize the possibility of harsh consequences that might result from assertion of legally permissible positions.45

Nowhere does EC 7-8 exhort the lawyer should provide the type of information that a reasonable client would want to know or information that might lead a client to make a decision different from the one the lawyer is recommending.

II. DECISION MAKING AND COMMUNICATION UNDER THE 1983 ABA MODEL RULES

In 1983, the ABA replaced the Model Code with the Model Rules of Professional Conduct.46 Unlike the Model Code, the 1983 Model Rules began with a clear focus on the duties lawyers owe to their clients. Part I consisted of 16 separate rules, all under the rubric of “Client-Lawyer Relationship.”47 Included in Part I were Rules 1.2, entitled “Scope of Representation,” and 1.4.

41. See supra notes 32-33 & accompanying text.
42. Presumably, a lawyer might want “to forego legally available objectives or methods because of non-legal factors” in circumstances where to do so would avoid harming another person or society in general. MODEL CODE OF PROF’L RESPONSIBILITY EC 7-8.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. MODEL CODE OF PROF’L RESPONSIBILITY EC 7-8 (1980).
47. Id. at Table of Contents.
entitled “Communication.” Rule 1.2(a) directly addressed the allocation of decision making between lawyer and client, and Rule 1.4 spelled out the extent of the lawyer’s duty to communicate—lawyers must inform their client about decisions the client is entitled to make and keep the client informed of the status of the representation and other matters.48

Although Rule 1.2(a) directly addressed the allocation of decision making between lawyer and client, it did not clearly state how that authority was to be divided. Continuing the Model Code’s implicit division of decisions into objectives and means,49 Rule 1.2(a) did clearly provide that “[a] lawyer shall abide by a client’s decisions concerning the objectives of representation.”50 However, as to the means of achieving these objectives, the rule merely stated that the lawyer “shall consult with the client as to the means by which they are to be pursued.”51 One could easily read this rule to permit the lawyer to make all decisions regarding the means of the representation,52 so long as the lawyer first consults with the client53 and disregards any client instructions to the contrary.

Like the earlier ECs,54 the original Comment to Rule 1.2(a) may have served merely to obfuscate, rather than clarify. It began by announcing, without explanation, that “[b]oth lawyer and client have authority and responsibility in the objectives and means of [the] representation … within the limits imposed by law and the lawyer’s professional obligations.”55 Left unaddressed, however, was precisely how the lawyer had authority and responsibility over the objectives of the representation, as well as how the client had authority and responsibility over the means of achieving these objectives.56 The Comment went on to state:

Within those limits, a client also has a right to consult with the lawyer about the means to be used in pursuing those objectives. At the same time, a lawyer is not required to pursue objectives or employ means simply because a client may wish that the lawyer do so. A clear distinction between objectives and means sometimes cannot be drawn, and in many cases the client-lawyer relationship partakes of a joint undertaking. In questions of means, the lawyer should assume responsibility

48. Id.
49. See supra note 31 & accompanying text.
50. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.2(a) (1983).
51. Id.
52. Of course, this would not include certain specified decisions that the lawyer was expressly required to permit the client to make, regardless of whether they were classified as objectives or means: “whether to accept an offer of settlement” and, in criminal cases, the “plea to be entered, whether to waive jury trial and whether the client will testify.” Id.
53. But cf. id. at R. 1.4 cmt. (stating lawyer in litigation “ordinarily cannot be expected to describe trial or negotiation strategy in detail”).
54. See supra notes 34-45 & accompanying text.
56. According to Professor Judith Maute, “the client is principal with presumptive authority over the objectives of representation, and the lawyer is principal with presumptive authority over the means by which those objectives are pursued,” leaving “the parameters of the respective spheres of authority uncertain, which should facilitate genuine dialogue and compromise in close decisions.” Maute, supra note 17, at 1052. See also generally GEOFFREY C. HAZARD, JR. & W. WILLIAM HODES, THE LAW OF LAWYERING (4th ed. 2015).
for technical and legal tactical issues, but should defer to the client regarding such questions as the expense to be incurred and concern for third persons who might be adversely affected. Law defining the lawyer’s scope of authority in litigation varies among jurisdictions.57

The Comment did not explain, however, when a lawyer may refuse to pursue a client’s objectives,58 nor did it explain how “the client-lawyer relationship partakes of a joint undertaking.”59 Also, the significance of the distinction between “technical and legal tactical issues” and “the expense to be incurred and concern for third persons” was unclear.60 Lawyers were told that they “should” assume responsibility for the former and that they “should” defer to the client regarding the latter; however, given that the comments were not supposed to create obligations that did not exist in the rules themselves,61 these exhortations could easily be taken as merely a suggestion of what lawyers ordinarily ought (morally) to do, not what they are required to do under penalty of discipline.

As for communication, Rule 1.4 contained two brief provisions. First, Rule 1.4(a) required a lawyer to “keep a client reasonably informed about the status of a matter and promptly comply with reasonable requests for information.”62 Second, Rule 1.4(b) required a lawyer to “explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation.”63 These provisions were a substantial improvement of the prior Code: not only did they mandate—for the first time—that lawyers must communicate with their clients, they also provided for expansive duties both to communicate regularly and to explain matters sufficiently to permit clients to make “informed decisions” concerning the course of the representation. As for the extent of the information lawyers were required to provide, the Comment generally explained that “[t]he client should have sufficient information to participate intelligently in decisions concerning the objectives of the representation and the means by which they are to be pursued, to the extent the client is willing and able to do so.”64

57. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.2 cmt.
58. The Rules did provide elsewhere that lawyers must, or could, override certain client objectives. See, e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.2(d) (prohibiting lawyers from knowingly counseling or assisting a client in criminal or fraudulent conduct); id. at R. 3.3 (requiring a lawyer’s duty of candor to the tribunal); id. at R. 3.4 (detailing the lawyer’s duty of fairness to opposing parties); id. at R. 4.1 (providing a lawyer’s duty to third persons). But the Rule 1.2 Comment quoted in the text implies a lawyer’s ability to decline to pursue client-proposed objectives or means beyond the specific provisions elsewhere in the Rules. See supra note 57 and accompanying text.
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III. THE RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS

In 2000, the American Law Institute ("ALI") adopted an entirely new Restatement of the Law Governing Lawyers ("Lawyering Restatement").\(^{65}\) Unlike the ABA codes of professional responsibility, the Restatement encompasses both disciplinary and other law, such as disqualification and civil liability.\(^{66}\) As a result, the ALI frequently referenced and drew upon its own Second Restatement of the Law of Agency ("Agency Restatement").\(^{67}\)

Section 21 of the Lawyering Restatement, entitled "Allocating the Authority to Decide Between a Client and a Lawyer," provides that subject to some limitations, lawyers and clients "may agree which of them will make specified decisions."\(^{68}\) In the absence of such an agreement, "[a] client may instruct a lawyer during the representation," so long as the instruction is lawful and does not require the lawyer to violate the lawyer’s professional obligations.\(^{69}\) Section 21 also provides that in the absence of either a valid prior agreement or client instructions, "a lawyer may take any lawful measure within the scope of representation that is reasonably calculated to advance a client’s objectives as defined by the client, consulting with the client as required by § 20."\(^{70}\) Section 20 provides that with respect to decisions to be made by the lawyer, the lawyer need only "consult with a client to a reasonable extent."\(^{71}\) Finally, Section 22 specifies that subject to any contrary agreement:

[T]he following and comparable decisions are reserved to the client except when the client has validly authorized the lawyer to make the particular decision: whether and on what terms to settle a claim; how a criminal defendant should plead; whether a criminal defendant should waive jury trial; whether a criminal defendant should testify; and whether to appeal in a civil proceeding or criminal prosecution.\(^{72}\)

These provisions differ markedly from those of the 1983 version of Rule 1.2(a). Whereas Rule 1.2(a) could be read to require the lawyer to consult with the client prior to any action taken as a means to achieve a client’s objectives,\(^{73}\)

\(^{65}\) Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers (2000) ("Lawyering Restatement"). Both Professor Martyn and I served as Advisers to this Restatement.

\(^{66}\) Id. at Foreword.

\(^{67}\) Restatement (Second) of Agency (1958). In 2000, the American Law Institute adopted a Third Restatement of Agency, with provisions similar to the Second Restatement. Restatement (Third) of Agency (2006). Because the Lawyering Restatement relied on the Second Restatement of Agency, I will cite to the relevant provisions there but will also indicate the analogous provisions of the Third Restatement of Agency.

\(^{68}\) Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers § 21(1).

\(^{69}\) Id. §§ 21(2), 22, 23.


\(^{71}\) Id. § 20(1).

\(^{72}\) Id. § 22(1).

the Lawyering Restatement expressly provides that the lawyer is impliedly authorized to “take any lawful measure within the scope of representation that is reasonably calculated to advance a client’s objectives” and that the lawyer need only consult the client “to a reasonable extent.” On the other hand, if a client instructs the lawyer, the lawyer is almost always required to abide by that instruction, even when the decision concerns the means rather than the objectives of the representation—the only alternative for a lawyer with a fundamental objection to a client-dictated course of action is to withdraw, where permissible. Finally, the Lawyering Restatement rejects the Model Rules’ distinction between the objectives and the means of the representation, preferring to identify decisions reserved to the client as those that “are so vital to a client that a reasonable client would not agree to abandon irrevocably the right to make the decisions with the help of the lawyer’s advice.”

Section 20 of the Lawyering Restatement addresses “A Lawyer’s Duty to Inform and Consult with a Client.” Drawn largely from the 1983 Model Rules, it requires lawyers: to “keep a client reasonably informed about the matter and [to] consult with a client to a reasonable extent concerning decisions to be made by the lawyer,” to “promptly comply with a client’s reasonable requests for information,” and to “notify a client of decisions to be made by the client … [and] explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation.”

IV. THE ETHICS 2000 AMENDMENTS

The Ethics 2000 Commission was established in 1997 to undertake a comprehensive study of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct and to recommend amendments to the ABA House of Delegates. The Commission reported to the House of Delegates in 2002. Among the changes it recommended were numerous amendments to both Rules 1.2(a) and 1.4, all of which were adopted by the House of Delegates. One of the purposes of these amendments was to clarify the issues of decision making and communication by more clearly

differentiating among several separate but related topics: the allocation of decision making between lawyer and client; the lawyer’s duty to keep the client reasonably informed, and the lawyer’s duty to fully explain matters when the client’s consent is required. In addition, the Commission sought to address some apparent inconsistencies between the 1983 Model Rule provisions and the Lawyering Restatement.

A. The Allocation of Decision-Making Authority

Rule 1.2(a) primarily addresses the allocation of decision-making authority and only tangentially references communication with the client. It maintains the 1983 rule’s requirement that “a lawyer shall abide by a client’s decisions concerning the objectives of [the] representation” but then states that “as required by Rule 1.4, [a lawyer] shall consult with the client as to the means by which they are to be pursued.” The purpose of adding the highlighted language was to put all of the rules regarding the lawyer’s duty to communicate in Rule 1.4. Substantively, in Rule 1.4, the Commission adopted the Lawyering Restatement’s clarification that a lawyer is not required to consult the client as to every action the lawyer takes in carrying out the client’s objectives, no matter how insignificant. Rather, Rule 1.4 now states that lawyers need only “reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the client’s objectives are to be accomplished.”

In addition, Rule 1.2(a) now expressly provides that “[a] lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as is impliedly authorized to carry out the representation.” This change avoided any possible interpretation of the 1983 rule as requiring lawyers to consult a client before taking any action on the client’s behalf. Such an interpretation was obviously absurd—no one would disagree that lawyers may, at the very least, take such innocuous actions as making calls and drafting letters to schedule routine interviews and depositions without first obtaining the client’s approval. To that extent, the Commission expressly adopted the Lawyering Restatement’s recognition of a lawyer-agent’s implied authority to take some actions on behalf of a client–principal, reasonably consulting the client either before or after taking such action, depending on the circumstances.

But in three important respects, the Commission did not go as far as the Lawyering Restatement. First, unlike the Restatement, the Commission

85. Rule 1.2 itself is now titled “Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority Between Client and Lawyer.” See Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.2 (2002). Rule 1.2 thus gives even more prominence to the subject of the allocation of decision-making authority.
86. Id. at R. 1.2(a) (emphasis added).
87. See Reporter’s Explanation of Changes, R. 1.2, supra note 73, ¶ 3.
88. See supra note 84 & accompanying text.
90. Id. at R. 1.2(a).
91. See Reporter’s Explanation of Changes, R. 1.2, supra note 73, ¶ 4.
92. See supra Part III.
maintained the traditional distinction between the objectives and means of the representation. Although the Commission apparently never contemplated eliminating the reference to the client’s right to decide the objectives of the representation, it did consider specifying additional “important” decisions that were for the client to make—regardless of whether they are characterized as objectives or means—such as “whether to file a lawsuit, or appeal an adverse judgment, or to waive any constitutional right.” In addition, the Commission was asked to consider following the Restatement in “supplement[ing] its laundry list of decision[s] with a general reference to ‘other comparable decisions’” or using some other “‘catchall’ phrase.” The Commission could not agree as to which decisions to add to the list and did not adopt any “catch-all” phrase as an alternative approach to supplementing the existing list of important decisions that are the client’s to make.

Second, concerning the lawyer’s implied authority to act on the client’s behalf, the Commission did not adopt the Lawyering Restatement’s provision that “a lawyer may take any lawful measure within the scope of representation that is reasonably calculated to advance a client’s objectives.” Instead, borrowing the term “impliedly authorized” from Model Rule 1.6, the Commission provided that “[a] lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as is impliedly authorized to carry out the representation.” The term “impliedly authorized” is not defined in either Rule 1.6 or Rule 1.2, and its proper interpretation is therefore subject to debate. Perhaps it means implied-
in-law,101 which could be as broad as the Restatement provision authorizing “any lawful measure within the scope of [the] representation that is reasonably calculated to advance a client’s objectives.”102 But it could also mean implied-in-fact, in which case the lawyer would be authorized to take only such action as the lawyer reasonably believes the client would approve without prior consultation.103 The Reporter’s Explanation of Changes for the 2002 amendment states merely that “[t]he scope of the lawyer’s implied authority is to be determined by reference to the law of agency.”104 It is unclear whether the Commission had the specific Lawyering Restatement’s broad provision in mind when it gave this explanation or whether the Commission was merely indicating an intent to reference general agency law, whatever that law happens to be.105

disclose to each other information relating to a client of the firm, unless the client has instructed that particular information be confined to specified lawyers.”).

101. Contract law distinguishes between agreements that are “implied-in-fact” and agreements that are “implied-in-law”: implied-in-fact contracts require evidence of actual mutuality of assent between the parties, whereas implied-in-law contracts require no such evidence but represent duties imposed by law. See, e.g., Willard L. Boyd III & Robert K. Huffman, The Treatment of Implied-in-Law and Implied-in-Fact Contracts and Promissory Estoppel in the United States Claims Court, 40 Cath. U. L. Rev. 605, 606-07 (1991). These terms are not common outside of contract law, but I believe they are helpful in conveying the distinction between what I take to be the broad interpretation of implied authority in the Lawyering Restatement and a possibly narrower interpretation of “impliedly authorized” in both Model Rule 1.2 and 1.6.

102. Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers § 21(3) (2000). See, e.g., Hazard & Hodes, supra note 56, § 6.04, at 6-16 & n.9 (stating that the term “impliedly authorized” in Rule 1.2(a) means that a “lawyer has general authority to take any lawful action ‘reasonably calculated to advance the client’s objectives’” and that the addition of the term in 2002 “was obviously influenced by the quoted Restatement text” (internal footnote omitted)). But see infra note 103 (same commentators suggesting a different, narrower interpretation). One of the examples in the Rule 1.6 Comment—admitting a fact that cannot properly be disputed, see Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.6 cmt. 5—appears to support the implied-in-law interpretation, as it would permit a lawyer to disclose information adverse to a client that the client might not wish to have disclosed. Of course, if the lawyer reasonably believes that the client would object to disclosure, then the lawyer should probably consult the client prior to making the disclosure, and if the client continues to object, then the lawyer could advise the client of the option of avoiding disclosure by either dismissing the complaint or settling the case.

103. See Hazard & Hodes, supra note 56, § 6.04, at 6-14 (“[E]ven where there has been no explicit discussion between lawyer and client, the circumstances (including past dealings), may be such that the lawyer can readily judge that a particular decision or action … would meet with the client’s approval.”). See also Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.6 cmt. 5 (authorizing intra-firm disclosures “unless the client has instructed that particular information be confined to specified lawyers”); ABA Comm. on Prof’l Ethics & Grievances, Formal Op. 08-453 (2008) (stating intra-firm disclosures are impliedly authorized because clients typically want to take advantage of the expertise of other lawyers in the firm). Under the implied-in-fact interpretation, the lawyer’s authority would be more circumscribed and would prevent the lawyer from unilaterally taking action that could have a significant effect on the client’s matter as to which a reasonable client would probably want to be consulted because of either significant risk, significant cost to the client, or significant impact on third persons.


105. The Commission apparently rejected an earlier proposal to conform Rule 1.2(a) to the Lawyering Restatement by authorizing the lawyer to take “action on behalf of the client that is reasonably calculated to accomplish the client’s objectives.” See Working Draft of Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.2, Reporter’s Observations at 7 (Proposed Rule 1.2—Draft No. 3 Dec. 1999)
Third, the Commission declined to adopt the Lawyering Restatement’s provision requiring lawyers to abide by lawful client instructions as to both the objectives and means of the representation. Rather, the Commission explained in the Comment that when a lawyer and client disagree about the means of the representation, and the lawyer is unable to obtain a “mutually acceptable resolution of the disagreement,” the “Rule does not prescribe how such disagreements are to be resolved.” The Comment does, however, remind the lawyer that “[o]ther law … may be applicable and should be consulted by the lawyer.” In addition, the Comment mentions both the lawyer’s ability to withdraw and the client’s ability to discharge the lawyer, as provided by Rule 1.16. As noted in the Reporter’s Explanation of Changes, the Commission declined to require a lawyer to abide by client instructions or “to specify the lawyer’s duties when the lawyer and client disagree about the means to be used to accomplish the client’s objectives.” It apparently did so, as explained in the Comment, “[b]ecause of the varied nature of the matters about which a lawyer and client might disagree and because the actions in question may implicate the interests of a tribunal or other persons ….”

B. Communication

As discussed above, the original version of Rule 1.4 contained two provisions. Rule 1.4(a) required a lawyer first to “keep a client reasonably informed about the status of a matter and promptly comply with reasonable requests for information,” and Rule 1.4(b) required a lawyer to “explain a matter to the client to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation.” These provisions were not

(on file with author) [hereinafter Working Draft No. 3] (reporting that “The Commission asked [Reporter Carl Pierce] to conform the references to implied authority to Rules 1.2(a) and 1.6(a)” but that Reporter Pierce was recommending the Restatement language as an alternative). Although there is no indication that the Reporters undertook further research concerning the law of agency on this point, it is noteworthy that if they had done so, they would have discovered that the Lawyering Restatement did not accurately restate the Agency Restatement, either as to the scope of the lawyer’s implied authority to act on the client’s behalf or the lawyer’s duty to follow all lawful client instructions. See infra note 152 & accompanying text. Moreover, there is much case law, particularly in criminal cases, generally giving lawyers decision-making authority with respect to the means of the representation. See infra note 156 & accompanying text.

106. Reporter Carl Pierce at one point proposed adding the Restatement language to the text of Rule 1.2(a). See Working Draft No. 3, supra note 105, at 1 (proposing a new sentence stating, “A lawyer shall abide by the client’s instructions, if any, as to the means by which the client’s objectives are to be pursued.”).


108. Id.

109. Id.

110. Reporter’s Explanation of Changes, R. 1.2, supra note 73, ¶ 5.

111. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.2 cmt. 2. See also Memorandum, Talking Points Rule 1.2, supra note 95, at 2. In addition, case law did not support the Restatement’s broad grant of authority to instruct clients as to the means of the representation, particularly in litigation. See infra note 156 & accompanying text.

112. See supra text accompanying notes 63-64.
controversial. Nevertheless, although it left Rule 1.4(b) intact, the Commission made significant revisions to Rule 1.4(a) and the Comment, the purpose of which was to put all of the lawyer’s general duties to communicate in one place and to clarify several aspects of these duties.

The Commission reorganized and expanded Rule 1.4(a) by separating the duty to keep a client reasonably informed about the status of a matter \(^{113}\) from the duty to promptly comply with reasonable requests for information \(^{114}\) and by adding three additional duties of communication: (1) to “promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect to which the client’s informed consent … is required by these Rules;” \(^{115}\) (2) to “reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the client’s objectives are to be accomplished;” \(^{116}\) and (3) to “consult with the client about any relevant limitation on the lawyer’s conduct when the lawyer knows that the client expects assistance not permitted by the Rules of Professional Conduct or other law.” \(^{117}\) The first additional duty of communication is new. The remaining two additional duties are transferred from the original Rule 1.2(a) and (e), respectively, \(^{118}\) with the previously discussed qualification that the lawyer’s duty to consult about the means of the representation is now expressly limited to consultation that is reasonably required. \(^{119}\)

For the reasons I have already explained, the Commission believed it was important to clarify not only that lawyers have some inherent authority to act for clients with respect to the means by which the client’s objectives are to be achieved, \(^{120}\) but also that lawyers need not always consult clients before they act. \(^{121}\) The revised Comment [3] to Rule 1.4 makes this latter point directly:

In some situations—depending on both the importance of the action under consideration and the feasibility of consulting with the client—this duty will require consultation prior to taking action. In other circumstances, such as during a trial [and] when an immediate decision must be made, the exigency of the situation may require the lawyer to act without prior consultation. In such cases the lawyer must nonetheless act reasonably to inform the client of actions the lawyer has taken on the client’s behalf. \(^{122}\)


\(^{114}\) Id. at R. 1.4(a)(4).

\(^{115}\) Id. at R. 1.4(a)(1).

\(^{116}\) Id. at R. 1.4(a)(2).

\(^{117}\) Id. at R. 1.4(a)(5).


\(^{120}\) See supra text accompanying notes 63-64.

\(^{121}\) See supra text accompanying notes 113-117.

\(^{122}\) Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.4 cmt. 3.
In addition, the revised text of Rule 1.4 clearly separates two concepts: Rule 1.4(a) instructs lawyers when they must communicate with their clients, whereas Rule 1.4(b) addresses the type of explanation that is required to permit the client to make “informed decisions.” What is confusing, however, is that the term “informed consent”—a new term introduced by the Commission for use throughout the Rules—appears in the former provision but not in the latter. Thus, Rule 1.4(a) requires a lawyer to “promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect to which the client’s informed consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(e), is required by these Rules.” The Rules that expressly require a lawyer to obtain the client’s “informed consent” are those pertaining to: (1) limiting the scope of the representation (Rule 1.2(c)); (2) disclosing otherwise confidential information (Rule 1.6); and (3) undertaking representation burdened by a conflict of interest (Rules 1.7-1.12; Rule 1.18). Nowhere do the Rules require a lawyer to obtain the client’s “informed consent” with respect to general decision making under Rule 1.2(a), which concerns the objectives and some of the means of representation, including important matters such as whether to accept or reject a settlement offer.

Neither the Comment nor the Reporter’s Explanation of Changes explain this limited use of the term “informed consent” in Rule 1.4. There is legislative history indicating that the Commission considered and rejected a proposal to include a reference to “informed consent” in Rule 1.2(a); however, the proposal would not have used that term for determining the objectives of the representation. 123 This organization is mirrored in the comment, which contains paragraphs under the separate captions “Communicating with Client” and “Explaining Matters.” Id. at R. 1.4 cmt.


125. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.4(a)(1) (2002). This provision is apparently intended to require the lawyer to promptly inform the client of any decision the client must make, including both general decision making and circumstances in which the client’s informed consent is required by another Rule. See id. at R. 1.4 cmt. 2. Paragraph (a)(1) applies to any decision required to be made by the client, including whether to accept an offer of settlement under Rule 1.2(a). Id. Nevertheless, although the wording is awkward, the Commission does not appear to have expressly intended the term “informed consent” to apply in circumstances other than those under those Rules where the term is used. See infra notes 130-131 & accompanying text.

126. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.2(c).

127. Id. at R. 1.6(a).

128. Id. at Rs. 1.7-1.12, 1.18.

129. See supra text accompanying note 125.

130. Comments [5] and [6] to Rule 1.4, captioned “Explaining Matters,” do not explain the limited use of the term “informed consent.” These paragraphs, which are taken primarily from the original Rule 1.4 Comment, address a wide range of explanations required by a lawyer’s duty to communicate, including the duty to consult with the client regarding the means of the representation, as well as the duty to inform the client as to decisions that are for the client to make. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.4 cmts. 5-6 (2002). The only mention of the phrase “informed consent” comes in a single sentence: “In certain circumstances, such as when a lawyer asks a client to consent to a representation affected by a conflict of interest, the client must give informed consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(e).” Id. at R. 1.4 cmt. 5.
representation but only for the specified decisions that are for the client to make, which would have included settlement decisions.131

What is the significance of the Commission’s use of the term “informed consent” in Rule 1.4(a) but not in either Rule 1.4(b) or in Rule 1.2(a)? Prior to the 2002 revisions, the Model Rules required “consent after consultation” in the Rules addressing limited representation, confidentiality, and conflicts-of-interest.132 The Commission recommended deleting that term in favor of “informed consent” because it believed that “‘consultation’ is a term that is not well understood and does not sufficiently indicate the extent to which clients must be given adequate information and explanation in order to make reasonably informed decisions.”133 In addition, “[t]he term ‘informed consent,’ which is familiar from its use in other contexts, is more likely to convey to lawyers what is required under the Rules.”134 Given that Rule 1.4(b) did not use the ambiguous term “consent after consultation” and referred explicitly to the client’s right to make “informed decisions,”135 the Commission may have assumed that there was no need to adopt the term “informed consent” in Rule 1.4(b). Similarly, because Rule 1.2(a) did not use the term “consult after consultation,” the Commission may also have determined that the current Rule 1.4(b) standard was sufficient to alert lawyers to the type of explanation required for decision making under Rule 1.2(a).136

131. See Working Draft of Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.2, at 1 (Proposed Rule 1.2—Draft No. 1b July 15, 1999) (on file with author) (proposing that “[a] lawyer shall abide by a client’s decisions concerning the objectives of [the] representation” and that a lawyer “shall consult with and secure the client’s informed consent as to (i) in a civil matter, whether to file a complaint or an answer, whether to settle the matter, and whether to file an appeal; and (ii) in a criminal case, how to plead, whether to waive jury trial, whether to testify, and whether to file an appeal; and (iii) whether to take an action that the lawyer reasonably believes will entail substantial cost for which the client will be responsible, subject the client to a substantial risk of civil or criminal liability, or have a substantial adverse effect on another person”) (italics and redlining omitted). Reporter Carl Pierce, the author of the memorandum, explained that “[a] member of the commission [had] suggested that a lawyer be required to secure ‘informed consent’ as to the decisions specified in Paragraph (a)(2).” Id. at 7. That unnamed commissioner may have been Professor Martyn, although neither she nor I can remember whether it was she who made that suggestion.

132. See Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.2(c) (1983) (limited representation); id. at R. 1.6(a)(1) (confidentiality); id. at Rs. 1.7-1.12 (conflicts of interest).

133. Reporter’s Explanation of Changes, R. 1.0, supra note 124, ¶ 5.

134. See id. (emphasis added).

135. Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.4(b) cmt. (2002). See also supra text accompanying note 123.

136. The only indication of the Commission’s reason for rejecting the proposal to include the term “informed consent” in connection with the client decisions specified in Rule 1.2(a) is the following statement in a Reporter’s memorandum:

Having considered this suggestion, the Reporters are recommending that the concept of informed consent only be used when the lawyer is asking the client to relinquish a protection that otherwise would be afforded by the Rules of Professional Conduct .... This was the limited purpose for which the requirement of informed consent ... was developed.
An unintended consequence of the Commission’s decision, however, is that lawyers looking for guidance in the context of decision making under Rule 1.4(b) will not be referred to Rule 1.0(e), which provides an expansive definition of the term “informed consent.” Indeed, this definition appears to be precisely what Professor Martyn had in mind when she urged the adoption of informed consent doctrine for legal as well as medical practice. Thus, the text of Rule 1.0(e) defines the term as “denot[ing] the agreement by a person to a proposed course of conduct after the lawyer has communicated adequate information and explanation about the material risks of and reasonably available alternatives to the proposed course of conduct.”¹³⁷ And the Comment further provides:

The lawyer must make reasonable efforts to ensure that the client … possesses information reasonably adequate to make an informed decision. Ordinarily, this will require communication that includes a disclosure of the facts and circumstances giving rise to the situation, any explanation reasonably necessary to inform the client … of the material advantages and disadvantages of the proposed course of conduct and a discussion of the client’s … options and alternatives. In some circumstances it may be appropriate for a lawyer to advise a client … to seek the advice of other counsel…. In determining whether the information and explanation provided are reasonably adequate, relevant factors include whether the client … is experienced in legal matters generally and in making decisions of the type involved, and whether the client … is independently represented by other counsel in giving the consent.¹³⁸

Unfortunately, there is no such expansive guidance under Rule 1.4(b). Neither the Rule nor the Comment expressly refers, as does Rule 1.0(e), to communication concerning both “the material risks of and reasonably available alternatives”¹³⁹ to the lawyer’s proposed course of action. Indeed, the sole general guidance given in the Comment is that “[t]he client should have sufficient information to participate intelligently in decisions concerning the objectives of the representation and the means by which they are to be pursued, to the extent the client is willing and able to do so” and that “[t]he guiding principle is that the lawyer should fulfill reasonable client expectations for

Working Draft of Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.2, at 10 (Proposed Rule 1.2—Draft No. 2 July 29, 1999) (on file with author) [hereinafter Working Draft No. 2]. The memorandum went on to conclude:

[T]he validity of the client’s consent [with respect to Rule 1.2(a) decisions can] be measured by reference to the lawyer’s compliance with the requirements in Rule 1.4 that a lawyer keep the client reasonably informed about the representation and explain matters to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to make informed decisions with respect to the representation.

Id.

¹³⁷ Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.0(e).
¹³⁸ Id. at R. 1.0 cmt. 6. Similar language appears in the Comment to Restatement § 20, which also limits the use of the term “informed consent” to specific types of decisions, such as conflicts of interest. Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers § 20 cmt. a (2000).
¹³⁹ Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.0(e) (2002).
information consistent with the duty to act in the client’s best interests, and the client’s overall requirements as to the character of [the] representation. 140

Indeed, as these two sentences clearly indicate, the Comment discussion under the caption “Explaining Matters” does not differentiate between the type of explanation mandated when the lawyer is required merely to “consult” the client, as with respect to means decisions, 141 and the type of explanation required to permit the client to make “informed decisions.” 142 As a result, neither the Rule nor the Comment clarify that a heightened level of disclosure and explanation is required whenever a decision is the client’s to make.

V. SHOULD THE COMMISSION HAVE DONE MORE?

I have identified three areas in which the current versions of Model Rules 1.2 and 1.4 arguably provide lawyers with insufficient guidance: (1) the failure to define “impliedly authorized” or at least to provide some indication as to the nature and scope of the lawyer’s authority to make decisions without first consulting the client; (2) the failure to provide a basis for determining who has the ultimate authority to make decisions as to the means of the representation when the lawyer and client cannot resolve their disagreement; and (3) the failure to require “informed consent” or its clear equivalent for lawyers providing information in the context of all decisions that are the client’s to make.

A. “Impliedly Authorized”

In my view, the Ethics 2000 Commission should have provided additional guidance to lawyers concerning what actions are “impliedly authorized.” 143 However, I do not believe that the Commission should have adopted the Lawyering Restatement’s provision authorizing lawyers to take any lawful measure “reasonably calculated to advance a client’s objectives” 144 because that provision is not supported by general agency law. The Reporter’s Note for the Lawyering Restatement’s broad grant of implied authority to lawyers does not cite any authority for this provision in the Agency Restatement. 145 Indeed, the Agency Restatement’s provision on the implied authority of agents provides greater support for the implied-in-fact interpretation of the term “impliedly authorized” than for the Lawyering Restatement’s broader provision. Thus, Section 33 of the Agency Restatement states that “[a]n agent is authorized to do, and to do only, what is reasonable for him to infer that the principal desires him to do in the light of the principal’s manifestations and the facts as he knows or

140. Id. at R. 1.4 cmt. 5.
141. Id. at R. 1.4(a)(2).
142. MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.4(a)(1), (b) (2002).
143. See supra note 90 and accompanying text.
144. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS § 21 cmt. e (2000).
145. Id. § 21, Reporter’s Note, cmt. e (discussing a lawyer’s authority in the absence of an agreement or instruction, the Reporter’s Note cites only to Rule 1.2(a) of the 1983 Model Rules, as well as to several secondary sources).
should know them at the time he acts.” 146 The Comment further explains that “[t]he implicit, basic understanding of the parties [as] to the agency relation is that the agent is to act only in accordance with the principal’s desires as manifested to him” and that an agent can only do “what he reasonably believes the principal desires him to do.” 147 It is, perhaps, arguable that clients ordinarily want lawyers to take whatever lawful measures are “reasonably calculated to advance [their] objectives.”148 However, in my view, most clients would not want their lawyer to act unilaterally—that is, without first receiving the client’s permission—if that action entails either significant risk, substantial expense, or the potential for serious harm to third persons. Under this view, a lawyer would have no implied authorization to act unilaterally whenever there is reason to believe the client would not want the lawyer to do so, even when the lawyer reasonably believes that an action is either desirable or necessary to achieve the client’s goals.

Proponents of the Lawyering Restatement’s approach might argue that there is no significant difference between implied-in-fact and implied-in-law provisions because under the Restatement, the lawyer ordinarily must consult the client before taking these types of actions and must also follow the client instructions when the client disagrees with the lawyer’s proposed conduct.149 But many—perhaps even most—clients will hesitate to “instruct” the lawyer, even when the client disagrees or has significant reservations. Thus, although the Restatement appears to provide strong protection for client decision making, it will work that way only with relatively sophisticated or strong-willed clients, leaving the average individual client at the mercy of the lawyer with respect to any decision that is not clearly for the client to make.

B. Resolving Lawyer-Client Disputes over Means-Decisions

The Lawyering Restatement is clear on the question of who has authority to decide when lawyers and clients disagree over decisions not clearly reserved for the client. So long as the client’s proposed course of action is lawful and does not require the lawyer to violate the lawyer’s professional obligations, Section 21

---

146. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 33 (1958) (emphasis added). See also id. § 33 cmt. b (“An agent is a fiduciary under a duty to obey the will of the principal as he knows it or should know it.”); RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF AGENCY § 2.01 (2006) (“An agent acts with actual authority when, at the time of taking action that has legal consequences for the principal, the agent reasonably believes, in accordance with the principal’s manifestations to the agent, that the principal wishes the agent so to act.”); id. § 2.02(3) (“An agent’s understanding of the principal’s objectives is reasonable if it accords with the principal’s manifestations and the inferences that a reasonable person in the agent’s position would draw from the circumstances creating the agency.”).

147. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 33 cmt. a.


149. See id. (“Because a lawyer is required to consult with a client and report on the progress of the representation, … a client ordinarily should be kept sufficiently aware of what is occurring to intervene in the representation with instructions as to important decisions.”).
provides that “[a] client may instruct a lawyer during the representation.”\textsuperscript{150} Citing the Agency Restatement’s Section 385, the Comment to Section 21 explains that a client is permitted to do so “just as any other principal may instruct an agent.”\textsuperscript{151} But this is not an accurate description of what Section 385 of the Agency Restatement provides. According to that section, “[u]nless otherwise agreed, an agent is subject to a duty to obey all reasonable directions in regard to the manner of performing a service that he has contracted to perform.”\textsuperscript{152} The Comment then explains what is meant by “reasonable directions”:

In determining whether or not the orders of the principal to the agent are reasonable, the customs of business with regard to such agency, business or professional ethics … and other similar facts are considered. The agent cannot properly refuse to obey on the ground that the obedience will be injurious to the principals’ affairs …. On the other hand, unless the contract of agency prescribes the manner of performance and the extent of obedience to be required, it is generally understood that the employer will not interfere with the method of conducting proceedings which are customarily left in the control of an agent. Thus, in the absence of a special agreement, … an attorney is in complete charge of the minutiae of court proceedings and can properly withdraw from the case, subject to control by the court, if he is not permitted to act as he thinks best.\textsuperscript{153}

Although it might be thought that a lawyer’s control of the “minutiae of court proceedings”\textsuperscript{154} is quite limited, the illustration suggests otherwise. The illustration states that a lawyer is under no duty to obey a client’s direction “to violate a proper but nonobligatory agreement which [the lawyer], with [the client’s] consent, had made with opposing counsel,” regardless of the content of such an agreement.\textsuperscript{155}

Similarly, the case law concerning the extent of a lawyer’s authority to disregard client instructions over the means of the representation does not support the Lawyering Restatement’s provision. Although some courts require lawyers to follow client instructions, many courts deciding who has the authority to make a particular decision rely on a distinction between “procedural decisions (\textit{i.e.}, affecting the means of representation) and substantive ones (\textit{i.e.}, affecting the subject matter or the objectives of the representation),” although even these

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{150} See \textsc{Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers} \S 21(2).
\item \textsuperscript{151} \textit{Id.} \S 21 cmt. d.
\item \textsuperscript{152} \textsc{Restatement (Second) of Agency} \S 385(1) (1958) (emphasis added). \textit{But see \textsc{Restatement (Third) of Agency} \S 8.09(2) (2006) (“An agent has a duty to comply with all lawful instructions received from the principal and persons designated by the principal concerning the agent’s actions on behalf of the principal.”). The Reporter’s Note to Section 8.09(2) does not address the change from a duty to obey “reasonable” instructions to a duty to obey “lawful” instructions. In any event, the case law in cases involving attorneys does not support Section 8.09(2) as it applies to lawyers. See infra notes 158-162 & accompanying text.}
\item \textsuperscript{153} \textsc{Restatement (Second) of Agency} \S 385 cmt. a.
\item \textsuperscript{154} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{155} \textit{Id.} \S 385 cmt. a, illus. 2.
\end{itemize}
courts “do not uniformly adhere to this model.”156 As a result, “the contours of the line between lawyer and client authority are hazy” in case law,157 as well as under rules of professional conduct, making it difficult for anyone to specify what “agency law” requires with respect to the allocation of decision-making authority between lawyer and client.

In my opinion, the Ethics 2000 Commission rightly determined that given the indeterminacy of case law, it would be inappropriate for rules of professional conduct to attempt to determine which means decisions are for clients to decide and which are for lawyers, even over the objection of the client. The Commission must have hoped that case law would eventually adopt more certain standards, which could then be incorporated into professional codes. Unfortunately, that has not been the case. Most of the case law concerns ineffective assistance of counsel claims in criminal cases,158 where courts have struggled “to find and apply consistent rules of allocation.”159 Of course, criminal trials differ from civil trials because of the unique aspects of a constitutional claim to ineffective assistance of counsel.160 Additionally, both criminal and civil trials differ from transactional matters because of the obvious interests of courts and adversaries.161 As a result of these varied interests and the paucity of cases in the context of civil litigation and transactional matters,162 we

156. Arnold I. Siegel, Abandoning the Agency Model of the Lawyer-Client Relationship: A New Approach for Deciding Authority Disputes, 69 NEB. L. REV. 473, 474 (1990). See also, e.g., Spiegel, Lawyering and Client Decisionmaking, supra note 8, at 49-65 (discussing two lines of cases—one making the subject matter/procedure distinction and the other requiring the lawyer to follow client instructions—and concluding that, even with respect to the first line of cases, “this case law generally is of little assistance in determining which decisions are to be made by an attorney and which are reserved for his client”).

157. Siegel, supra note 156, at 474.

158. See, e.g., Spiegel, Lawyering and Client Decisionmaking, supra note 8, at 51 (finding “clients usually lose suits against attorneys for not carrying out the client’s tactical instructions”). Also, cases citing subject matter or procedure rules—which often reject instruction rules in tactics cases—consist of “a few malpractice cases and a large number of cases in which the client asserts his lawyer’s lack of authority in order to escape liability to a third party (the state in a criminal case or the adverse party in a civil action).” Id. For a discussion of the numerous decisions in the criminal context, see generally Johnson, supra note 17; Uphoff, supra note 17.

159. Johnson, supra note 17, at 115-16. After surveying an array of allocation decisions, the author concludes: “There are many decisions for which there is no national consensus about proper allocation, and in too many jurisdictions, courts have failed to maintain consistent allocation rules.” Id. See also, e.g., Uphoff, supra note 17, at 764 (“In the absence of a strong professional consensus regarding the proper allocation of decisionmaking power in the attorney-client relationship, criminal practitioners are given considerable latitude to decide for themselves how to resolve decisionmaking disputes with their clients.”).


161. Johnson, supra note 17, at 48 (factors predicting courts’ allocation rulings in criminal cases include “the objective of avoiding disruption of the litigation process”); id. at 123-39 (discussing courts’ interest in reliable verdicts).

162. According to Professor Spiegel, “The probable explanation for the failure to raise the issue of allocation of authority in many cases is simply that the attorneys’ actions were the product of
seem to be no closer today than we were in 2002 to any consensus regarding the proper allocation of decision-making authority between lawyer and client. It is regrettable that the Commission was not in a position to offer clear rules or even standards with respect to the allocation of authority when lawyers and clients disagree, but I continue to concur in the Commission’s decision to refrain from any attempt to do so. Perhaps the Commission could have provided more guidance by including more discussion of “other law” that a lawyer should look to deciding whether to persist in a course of action over a client’s objection, including references to the two lines of cases distinguishing between subject matter and procedure or requiring lawyers to follow client instructions. Other than this, however, I am at a loss to know what more the Commission could have done without creating confusing inconsistencies between the disciplinary rules and “other law.”

C. When Is a Client’s “Informed Consent” Required?

As I mentioned earlier, the Commission considered and rejected a Reporter’s proposal to include a reference to the term “informed consent” in Rule 1.2(a), although this proposal would have used the term only for the specified decisions that are for the client to make (such as accepting settlement offers) and not for the more general determination of the objectives of the representation. No explanation was given other than that the Reporter recommended “that the concept of informed consent only be used when the lawyer is asking the client to relinquish a protection that otherwise would be afforded by the Rules of Professional Conduct,” such as disclosing confidential client information and representing conflicting interests. Limiting the use of “informed consent” to such situations might not have been significant if Rule 1.4(b) had clearly specified that a heightened standard for disclosure was necessary to assist a client in making “informed decisions” when the decision is the client’s to make, including a description of “the material risks of and reasonably available alternatives” to either the lawyer’s or the client’s proposed course of conduct. But Rule 1.4(b) does not do so, and the Comment fails to distinguish between consultation over the means of the representation and communication designed to assist clients in making “informed decisions.”

In retrospect, I would have urged the Commission to adopt the term “informed consent” for all decisions that are the client’s to make for precisely the inadvertence rather than any deliberate decision.” Spiegel, Lawyering and Client Decisionmaking, supra note 8, at 53. In addition, as in medical informed consent cases, there are difficulties in proving causation and damages. Id. at 51.

163. See supra text accompanying notes 113-119.
164. See supra note 156 and accompanying text.
165. See supra text accompanying notes 123-137.
166. Working Draft No. 2, supra note 136, at 10. See also supra text accompanying notes 132-136.
167. See supra note 139 and accompanying text.
168. See supra text accompanying notes 123-129.
reasons that the Commission gave in preferring that term over the phrase “consent after consultation” in certain Rules. The term “informed consent” is “familiar from its use in other contexts,” specifically medical practice, and thus “is more likely to convey to lawyers what is required under the Rules.”\textsuperscript{169} In addition, it is a defined term under the Model Rules, and the definition, including the expansive Comment, provides a clear and detailed explanation of the nature of the required communication.\textsuperscript{170} There is nothing I can think of that I would add or subtract in using this definition for all client decision making under Rule 1.2(a).

**CONCLUSION**

If “other law” does not clearly allocate decision making between lawyer and client and is unlikely to do so given the paucity of cases raising the issue, then shouldn’t the rules of professional conduct provide better guidance for lawyers? One way of doing so would be for jurisdictions to adopt the Lawyering Restatement’s provision that requires lawyers to obey all lawful client instructions. Most other laws do not require lawyers to do so; nevertheless, such a rule would not be inconsistent with cases that permit lawyers to make certain means or procedural decisions because these cases typically protect lawyers who accede to their clients’ wishes,\textsuperscript{171} at least when it would not be obviously incompetent for them to do so.\textsuperscript{172} And isn’t the Lawyering Restatement clearly correct, as a matter of ethics and morality, that clients should have the right to make decisions in matters that affect them because lawyers who disregard lawful client instructions are failing to respect the client’s dignity and autonomy?\textsuperscript{173}

If only it was so simple. But as many courts and commentators have recognized, there are interests at stake other than those of the client: the interests of courts and adversaries in efficient trial management; the interests of lawyers in professional autonomy, professional identity, and “a craft interest in not being forced to do substandard work;”\textsuperscript{174} and the public’s interest in preventing lawyers

\textsuperscript{169.} Reporter’s Explanation of Changes, R. 1.0, supra note 124, ¶ 5. See also supra text accompanying note 134.

\textsuperscript{170.} See supra text accompanying notes 132-137.

\textsuperscript{171.} See, e.g., Uphoff, supra note 17, at 789 (“[C]ourts rarely will fault defense counsel for carrying out the strategic wishes of her client.”).

\textsuperscript{172.} Lawyers are required under the Rules of Professional Conduct to provide competent representation to clients. See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.1 (2013).

\textsuperscript{173.} See, e.g., Johnson, supra note 17, at 57-60 (discussing supporters of the position that criminal defendants should be the presumptive decision-makers, at least when there are no “compelling reasons of efficient trial management” that apply). See also Jones v. Barnes, 463 U.S. 745, 763-64 (1983) (Brennan, J., dissenting) (“The role of the defense lawyer should be above all to function as the instrument and defender of the client’s autonomy and dignity in all phases of the criminal process…. I cannot accept the notion that lawyers are one of the punishments a person receives merely for being accused of a crime.”).

\textsuperscript{174.} Spiegel, Lawyering and Client Decisionmaking, supra note 8, at 113 (1980). See also id. at 113-20; Uphoff, supra note 17, at 769 (noting that even “[c]ommentators advocating [a] client-centered approach recognize that lawyers must be provided the professional discretion to make numerous tactical decisions … without the client’s consent or input” and concluding that “[t]ime,
from “approach[ing] the limits of ethical behavior because of their perceptions of clients’ wishes.” And even with respect to the client’s own interests, there are those who firmly believe that a client’s long-term interests are frequently best served by permitting lawyers to make certain tactical and strategic decisions, even when client values may be implicated.

The allocation of decision-making authority between lawyer and client involves highly contested issues that, in my view, should not be resolved by fiat. Although I believe that the current rules can be usefully clarified in some respects, I am satisfied the Ethics 2000 Commission rightfully declined to resolve the question of who decides when the lawyer and client fundamentally disagree over the means of the representation. I understand that the failure to do so may reduce the likelihood that common law courts will adopt the informed consent doctrine in legal practice to the same extent that they have done so in medical practice. This is not because clients are not entitled to make fully informed decisions, but rather because there continues to be uncertainty about which decisions are theirs to make.

common sense, and respect for professional autonomy preclude the client from making all of the myriad decisions involved in a criminal case”).

175. Spiegel, Lawyering and Client Decisionmaking, supra note 8, at 120-23.
176. See, e.g., Johnson, supra note 17, at 42 (“In general, lawyers know the best course of defense better than do defendants.”). This view is also espoused by commentators who would identify themselves as embracing a client-centered point of view. See, e.g., Uphoff, supra note 17, at 834 (“Agreeing to a tactic that is harmful to one’s own case is difficult for most lawyers to swallow, especially for those criminal defense lawyers who feel that the deck is already stacked against their clients…. It is particularly hard to watch a client you have fought for and care about injur[e] himself.”); id. at 824 (“There is another reason I personally find it difficult to empower my clients to make foolhardy decisions. At bottom, most defendants … are not as interested in their freedom of choice as they are in their freedom. That is, if most clients were asked which they valued more—freedom of choice or winning at trial—most clients would select winning. Many clients just lack confidence in their lawyers and the strategic choices those lawyers are making.”) (internal footnote omitted).